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ABSTRACT

In recent years, interest in RNA secondary struc-
ture has exploded due to its implications in almost
all biological functions and its newly appreciated
capacity as a therapeutic agent/target. This surge
of interest has driven the development and adapta-
tion of many computational and biochemical meth-
ods to discover novel, functional structures across
the genome/transcriptome. To further enhance ef-
forts to study RNA secondary structure, we have
integrated the functional secondary structure pre-
diction tool ScanFold, into IGV. This allows users
to directly perform structure predictions and visu-
alize results––in conjunction with probing data and
other annotations––in one program. We illustrate the
utility of this new tool by mapping the secondary
structural landscape of the human MYC precursor
mRNA. We leverage the power of vast ‘omics’ re-
sources by comparing individually predicted struc-
tures with published data including: biochemical
structure probing, RNA binding proteins, microRNA
binding sites, RNA modifications, single nucleotide
polymorphisms, and others that allow functional in-
ferences to be made and aid in the discovery of po-
tential drug targets. This new tool offers the RNA
community an easy to use tool to find, analyze, and
characterize RNA secondary structures in the con-
text of all available data, in order to find those worthy
of further analyses.

INTRODUCTION

The roles of RNA secondary structure in mediating key bi-
ological functions can be seen across all of life and in every
type of RNA (1). The best characterized and most exten-
sively studied structures are found in classical noncoding
RNAs (ncRNAs), such as tRNAs, snoRNAs, rRNAs, etc;

however, roles of secondary structure in mRNAs and long
noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are increasingly being appre-
ciated (2–4). Secondary structures are present in many mR-
NAs where they have been shown to act as recognition sites
for RNA binding proteins (RBPs), allow or prevent access
of trans-regulatory elements to single stranded RNA, di-
rectly bind microRNAs and RBPs, and act to stabilize the
transcript (5,6). These secondary structures are also impor-
tant to every step of RNA processing (7). Due to their large
size, the structures of mRNAs are challenging to study, but
with their role in post-transcriptional regulation and newly
appreciated capacity as a therapeutic target, characteriza-
tion of these structures is of great importance.

There are a variety of different computational meth-
ods that can be used to predict functional secondary
structures including RNAz (8), EvoFold (9), CMfinder
(10) and GraphClust (11). Many of these structural
RNA discovery methods rely on a mix of information,
including predicted thermodynamic stability and struc-
tural conservation––requiring multiple sequence align-
ments. These alignments can offer a strong line of support
for functionality of a structure if compensatory mutations
are present (i.e., evolutionary preservation of specific base
pairing) (12); however, this can also limit predictions due
to the need for high quality alignment data that has enough
variation and evolutionary depth to be informative, restrict-
ing the use of these prediction tools to elements that fall
within loosely defined ranges of conservation (10,13–14).
These limitations drove the development of the functional
RNA secondary structure prediction algorithm ScanFold
(15).
ScanFold is a two-stage pipeline that decouples the

analysis of RNA secondary structure from conservation
analysis, allowing a single sequence to be used for identifica-
tion of potentially functional secondary structures (13,15).
In the first stage, ScanFold-Scan, a sliding prediction
window is used to find the minimum free energy (MFE)
structure of the native sequence using the ViennaRNA
package’s RNAfold program (16). The native sequence is
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then randomized (maintaining the same sequence compo-
sition) a user defined number of times and the MFEs are
recalculated. Using the MFE and partition function values
for the native and randomized sequences, ScanFold then
calculates several metrics that provide information on ther-
modynamic stability, accessibility, and propensity to form
defined structure (13,15). The window then slides by a user
defined number of nucleotides before repeating the process.
In the second stage, ScanFold-Fold, the results of all
the scanning windows are condensed into a single struc-
tural map that is comprised of consensus base pairs across
all windows that are consistently more stable than expected
(compared to randomized sequence values)––indicating po-
tential functional roles (13,15). These models represent ini-
tial structural hypotheses that can be tested against bio-
chemical probing data and phylogenetic comparative data.
For example, in our analysis pipeline (illustrated in REF
(17)), we pass ScanFold-Fold model secondary struc-
tures to the cm-builder program (18) that combines the
INFERNAL package (19) and R-Scape (20) to identify po-
tential homologous sequences/structures and evaluate the
statistical significance of potential covariation, respectively.
In this way, the strengths of ScanFold can be leveraged
(unique high-value models that map to specific sequences
of interest) to facilitate downstream evaluation using gold-
standard phylogenetic approaches.

Of the metrics calculated in the first stage of Scan-
Fold, the thermodynamic z-score and ensemble diver-
sity (ED) are the most valuable for structural predictions.
The z-score predicts propensity of the sequence to have
ordered/evolved secondary structural stability: measured
by the number of standard deviations more or less sta-
ble (negative or positive z-scores respectively) than ran-
dom the native sequence/structure is, and indicates a po-
tential role of evolution in ordering the sequence to have
stable (likely functional) secondary structure (21,22). The
ED can also be informative of function as a lower ED is
representative of a secondary structure that forms one or
a few dominant conformations (22,23), which may be an
evolved characteristic of some functional RNAs (24). Ad-
ditionally, base pair ‘tracks’ (data visualizable on genome
browsers) are generated (25). The arcs in these tracks are
a color-coded representation of the ScanFold-Fold re-
sults, depicting a consensus structure that is formed from
recurring base pairs across low z-score analysis windows
with the greatest bias toward ordered stability and likely
functionality (13).
ScanFold is capable of accurately predicting and ther-

modynamically characterizing functional RNA secondary
structures (13,26–30). However, our understanding of RNA
biology is rapidly expanding through the use of vari-
ous large-scale ‘omics’ datasets. For example: biochemi-
cal RNA structure probing data can be used to help de-
termine the conformations of mixed populations of RNA
(i.e. dynamic RNA structures) (31,32) whereas other an-
notations can be used to obtain a fuller understanding
of a structure’s function through locating cis- and trans-
regulatory elements, RBP and microRNA binding sites, and
clinically relevant single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs).
This combination of data has been used to successfully dis-
cover functional, and targetable structural motifs (via small

molecules) in human mRNAs, such as those for CNBP,
AGO1 and MBNL1 (30) and recently, in SARS-CoV-2 (33).
ScanFold is a powerful tool for highlighting poten-

tially functional RNA secondary structures, and its original
form (available at https://github.com/moss-lab/ScanFold)
was catered towards experienced computational biologists.
The webserver version (available at https://mosslabtools.
bb.iastate.edu/scanfold), makes running ScanFold much
easier (13,34) however, many output files must be down-
loaded, unzipped, converted to genomic coordinates and
loaded into a genome browser for visualization and anal-
ysis. To circumvent any problems associated with this pro-
cess and improve the efficiency of finding potentially func-
tional and druggable RNA secondary structures, we inte-
grate ScanFold directly into the IGV graphical user in-
terface (GUI) to both run and visualize ScanFold results
locally, alongside complementary data that aids in RNA
structure/function analyses.

The current IGV platform is an open-source, cross-
platform desktop application that supports browsing of ge-
nomic data (35,36) and utilizes base pair visualizations (25).
IGV serves as the perfect platform for integration of Scan-
Fold because of its speed, ease of use, ability to compare
multiple data sets and file types at once, and its current wide
use among researchers: e.g. the original paper describing
IGV (35) has been cited over 5000 times. We have created
an all-in-one tool for predicting, visualizing, and analyz-
ing large amounts of data for structural characterization of
any RNA of interest, which is further enhanced by combin-
ing information from the Moss Lab RNAStructuromeDB
(37), curated annotation datasets, and biochemical probing
data. The use of ScanFold and IGV for studying both hu-
man RNAs and viral genomes has proven to be an effective
method for functional RNA discovery in our lab and we
expect that integration as IGV-ScanFold will have broad
utility among members of the RNA community.

To demonstrate the power and utility of IGV-
ScanFold, we analyzed the pre-mRNA of a previously
studied mature mRNA, MYC, in which we had shown the
presence of functional secondary structure in the 3′ UTR.
Using IGV-ScanFold and all acquired datasets, we were
able find and analyze potentially functional secondary
structures more comprehensively and efficiently. Our
results quickly recapitulated previous data and offered new
insights into the functional nature of a promising motif in
the 3′ UTR of MYC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Incorporation of ScanFold into IGV

The full code used to incorporate ScanFold into IGV can
be found at https://github.com/ResearchIT/scanfoldigv.
Several additions to IGV were required, including the gen-
eration of a dialog window for choosing parameters and
launching ScanFold scripts, and a custom track loader for
opening files with a ‘.scanfoldvarna’ extension as VARNA
popups. Changes to existing IGV code (https://github.com/
ResearchIT/scanfoldigv/blob/master/scanfoldmenu.patch)
allows users to run RNAfold and RNAstructure as
stand-alone folding algorithms or use either as the folding
algorithm in ScanFold. This can be done via a dialog
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window by (i) clicking on the ‘Region of Interest’ panel
or (ii) selecting the new ScanFold menu option. After
selecting parameters in the ScanFold dialog window,
a python script is run (https://github.com/ResearchIT/
scanfoldigv/blob/master/scripts/run scanfold.py) that re-
ceives user settings from IGV as parameters and launches
the ScanFold python scripts using those parameters in
a platform-specific way. After ScanFold runs, the script
generates an IGV batch script in the output directory
(https://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/batch).
This batch script directs IGV to load the output files
produced by ScanFold using the standard track loaders
built into IGV for each file type. A VARNA 2D model
of the predicted structures is created and a new pop-up
window with that model is generated. Finally, each build
of IGV-ScanFold is packaged for download or sharing
using GitHub Actions for Mac (version 10.15 and above)
and Windows.

Annotation acquisition and filtering

All annotation were obtained from publicly available
datasets. RefSeq Functional Elements data was down-
loaded from NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/
functionalelements/) (38). Single nucleotide polymor-
phism data was downloaded from SNPedia (https:
//www.snpedia.com/index.php/SNPedia) (39), and NCBI
ClinVar database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/)
(40). MicroRNA data was downloaded from Tar-
getScan (http://www.targetscan.org/vert 72/) (41), and
miRBase (http://www.mirbase.org/) (42). ORegAnno
data was downloaded from the ORegAnno database
(http://www.oreganno.org/) (43). Repeat element data
was downloaded from Dfam (https://dfam.org/home)
(44). RNA modification data was downloaded from
RMBase (http://rna.sysu.edu.cn/rmbase/index.php)
(45). PolyA site data was downloaded from PolyASite
(https://polyasite.unibas.ch/atlas) (46). RNA binding
protein eCLIP data was downloaded from ENCODE
(https://www.encodeproject.org/) (47,48). Biochemical
probing data was downloaded from the RASP database
(http://rasp.zhanglab.net/) (49). The eCLIP data was filtered
to remove all low scoring hits (only hits with a score of 1000
were kept), and the ORegAnno data was filtered to remove
transcription factors (leaving only RNA relevant data). All
data was acquired in the human hg38 genomic coordinate
space or, where necessary, was converted via the LiftOver
tool (https://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgLiftOver) (50).
These curated datasets can be accessed in Data S1.

Annotation and probing track generation

Due to potential memory limitations, it can be desirable to
work with smaller subsets of complementary data (e.g. for
a gene of interest). To generate annotation tracks for MYC,
the FilterBedFiles.py (Python 3.7) script was placed in the
annotations folder and used to create gene specific files. This
was done using the command ‘$ python FilterBedFiles.py
chr#:Genomic Coords OutFileName.bed’ (coordinates and
outfile are user defined), and individual annotation tracks
were generated. All annotation files were generated in the

same way, with the exception of the PolyA bed file. In this
case, instead of entering chr# just the chromosome # (e.g. 8
instead of chr8) was used. For the probing datasets, the
same approach was used for each type of probing data (in
vivo DMS, in vitro DMS, etc.), but after generation of each
file a header was added (track type = bedGraph name =
‘Name’ description = ‘Description’) where name and de-
scription are user defined. After adding the header to the
file, it was searched for the term ‘NA’ and removed to pre-
vent errors when loading into IGV. The use of this script to
generate target specific annotations can be seen in Video S3.

Installing and using IGV-ScanFold

IGV-ScanFoldwas downloaded, unzipped, and launched
using the IGV-ScanFold icon. Once running, the search
bar at the top of the window was used to enter the gene
name, MYC, or coordinates, chr8:127735434–127742951,
and navigate to the sequence. ScanFold was then run to
find structures with functional propensity. The entire visi-
ble region was scanned first by clicking the ‘ScanFold’ tab
in the menu bar at the top of the page followed by ‘Run
ScanFold’. When the parameters window appeared, the fol-
lowing settings were used: 120 nt window size, 1 nt step size,
100 randomizations per window, mononucleotide shuffling,
37◦C, competition of 1, forward strand, and global refold
selected. All files were saved to a local directory using the
browse button next to the ‘Output Folder’ dialog box and
the desired directory was selected. OnceScanFold finished
running, all tracks were automatically loaded and aligned
to the gene in the IGV window. The resulting tracks were
then manipulated based on user preference for ease of view-
ing and interpretation of the data. A detailed walkthrough
of how to start and run IGV-ScanFold can be found in
Video S2, and a detailed walkthrough of how to adjust both
the view and data displayed on each track can be found in
Video S4.

IGV-ScanFold default limitations

In this implementation of ScanFold the max length se-
quence allowed to be scanned is 40 kb. If a region larger
than this is selected, the Log Output window will simply say
‘Done’ and not complete the scan. Additionally, while com-
pleting a scan, no additional scans should be started as this
will lead to no output. We have also set the global refold
option to be off by default. This prevents any slowdowns
or potential for crashes when folding large sequences. If a
smaller sequence is being ran, preferably under a few kb,
then the global refold option can be selected.

IGV-ScanFold log outputs and run times

When a scan is started, many things will appear in the
Log Output window: for example, what step is being ran
‘ScanFold-Scan running now’, the sequence length being
scanned ‘Sequence Length: X nt’, number of windows ‘Ap-
proximately X windows will be generated’, and ‘Estimated
runtime = X minutes’. The window will update after each
step has completed and indicate the current step, actual time
to complete the previous step, and the estimated remain-
ing time to completion. These times are estimated based
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on the number of windows and randomizations needed to
complete the scan (i.e. longer sequences, more windows, and
more randomizations equates to longer times). These esti-
mated times may be faster or slower depending on the ca-
pabilities of the computer being used, therefore, if an older
machine with less memory and processing power is being
used the run will take much longer than a newer machine
with a large amount of memory and processing power.

Loading data on IGV-ScanFold

Once annotation and probing tracks were generated, they
were loaded into IGV alongside all ScanFold tracks. All
annotation and probing data were loaded using the menu
bar at the top of the screen, File > Load from File and ap-
propriate files were selected. The Phastcons (20-way) con-
servation track was also loaded using the menu bar at the
top of the screen, File > Load File from Server > Annota-
tions arrow > Phastcons (20 way). Other annotations can
also be loaded using File > Load from Server or File >
Load from URL. A detailed walkthrough of how to load
pre-made data tracks and IGV server data tracks can be
found in Video S4.

Generation of 2D models

To make 2D models of the predicted secondary structure,
the ExtractedStructures files was used to obtain the cor-
rect sequence and structure in dot bracket notation for
−2 z-score structures. For −1 z-score structures, the DB-
Nstructures file (located in the output folder) was used
to obtain the correct sequence and structure from the
‘>UserInput Filter = −1.0’ section in dot bracket nota-
tion. To generate a mapping file for biochemical structure
probing, data reactivity values for the genomic coordinates
of interest were extracted and put into a separate text file.
Once the reactivity map file was created, the sequence and
structure, in dot bracket notation, were pasted into their re-
spective boxes in the VARNA applet (Version 3.93) and a 2D
model was created. Once created, all stems with bulges or
loops were straightened manually for clarity of the render-
ing. The reactivity map was then loaded by right clicking
in the main window and under the ‘Display’ tab selecting
Color map > Load values. Once loaded and overlayed on
the structure, the color map was formatted by right clicking
in the main window and under the ‘Display’ tab selecting
Color map > Style. The colors associated with reactivity
values were changed with reactivities of 0 being white, re-
activities of 0.5 being yellow, reactivities of 1.0 being red,
and all values between these points being a mixture of those
colors. Mapping files for other data types such as average z-
score can also be generated in this way using the z-score.wig
file. A detailed walkthrough of how to use VARNA to create
these models can be found in Video S6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Benefits of using ScanFold integrated in IGV

One benefit of using ScanFold directly in IGV is that
it allows users to compare the predicted structures from
ScanFold z-scores using multiple folding algorithms, e.g.

RNAfold (16) and RNAstructure (51). Another ma-
jor benefit is that additional experimental and annotation
data tracks can be loaded, allowing for a comprehensive
structural/functional view of the region, which can be used
to help determine the best regions for potential drug tar-
geting. The annotation, experimental, and ScanFold file
types found to be particularly useful in our work can be
found in Table 1, and a list of all IGV-compatible file
types can be found on the Broad Institute’s website (http:
//software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats).

Obtaining annotation files and biochemical structure probing
data

Annotation files and probing data are important compo-
nents of the structure/function analysis pipeline. There are
several publicly available databases (Table 2) that contain
annotations and biochemical RNA secondary structure
probing data for analysis of almost any region of the hu-
man genome. Many other organisms are well annotated as
well (52–53); however, here we will continue to focus on hu-
man data. To facilitate their use, we have downloaded select
datasets and filtered the annotations (see Methods) to focus
on RNA relevant results that we found particularly useful
(Data S1). The genome wide data tracks can be uploaded to
IGV-ScanFold in their entirety or smaller sections can be
extracted (see Loading Annotation and Probing Files) and
aligned to the region of interest using genomic coordinates.

Application example: the human MYC gene

The MYC gene encodes a human transcription factor that is
a key component in oncogenesis (54), and has been shown
to be dysregulated in over half of all known cancers (55).
In previous studies, mature MYC mRNA was analyzed us-
ing the ScanFold pipeline (56). Here, we utilize IGV-
ScanFold predictions across the MYC pre-mRNA along-
side genome annotations and probing data to provide addi-
tional biological context to our previous findings.

Using IGV-ScanFold on MYC

The most recent version of IGV-ScanFold, was first
downloaded from GitHub (https://github.com/ResearchIT/
IGV-ScanFold/releases), unzipped and booted using the
IGV-ScanFold icon (Mac) or the runme file (Windows).
Using the search bar at the top of the window, the gene
name or coordinates including the chromosome number
(e.g. MYC or chr8:127735434−127742951 on the hg38
genome) was entered and the pre-mRNA sequence was
loaded. To scan the entire visible region, the ScanFold op-
tion at the top of the page was selected followed by ‘Run
ScanFold on visible region’. For a more targeted scan of the
3′ UTR, the ‘define region of interest’ button in the menu
bar was selected and markers were placed around the re-
gion of interest on the cartoon representation of the pre-
mRNA, highlighting it red. The red highlighted area was
then selected followed by ‘Run ScanFold’. Regardless of the
type of scan selected, a new window opened after selecting
‘Run ScanFold’ and the input parameters (i.e., window size,
step size, randomizations, shuffle type, temperature, com-
petition, and strand) were adjusted. For this analysis, the
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Table 1. Acceptable IGV file types

File Type Extension More Information

Genomic Annotations GFF, bed, bigBed, wig,
bigWig, bedgraph

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/14/2/178/208453
http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats

Chemical Probing shape, map, bed http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats
Structure (Connectivity Table) ct http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats
Structure (Dot-Bracket) db, dbn http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats
Colored Base Pairing bp https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/14/2/178/208453
Paring Probabilities dp https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/14/2/178/208453
Sequence Alignment BAM, Goby, maf http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats

Select file types that are accepted by IGV as stated by the Broad Institutes website.

Table 2. Databases used to generate filtered data for comparison to Scan-
Fold predicted structures

Source Description Reference

NCBI RefSeq Functional Elements (38)
SNPedia Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (39)
ClinVar Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (40)
TargetScan Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (41)
miRBase Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (42)
ORegAnno miRNAs and RNA Binding Proteins (43)
Dfam Repeat Elements (44)
RMBase RNA Modifications (45)
PolyASite PolyA sites (46)
ENCODE RNA Binding Proteins (47,48)
RASP Biochemical Probing Data (49)

Select databases used to download and generate filtered datasets that can
be used to create gene specific annotations or loaded directly into IGV-
ScanFold. From left to right: name of the database, description of the
data obtained, and reference to each database.

default parameters were changed to a 120 nt window size,
a 1 nt step size, 100 randomizations per window, mononu-
cleotide shuffling, 37◦C temperature, competition of 1 (to
demand that only one unique base pair per nucleotide is
possible), ‘forward strand’ (using the ‘reverse strand’ op-
tion will flip all tracks for genes on the reverse strand), and
RNAfold folding algorithm. A detailed discussions of pa-
rameters and their optimization can be found in the Scan-
Fold methods paper (13). The default location for IGV-
ScanFold output files is in a temporary folder, found us-
ing the file path in the parameters log window, but users can
also define a permanent directory where all files generated
by IGV-ScanFold can be output. After adjusting param-
eters, selecting the output directory, and clicking ‘Run’, the
progress (i.e., estimated time to completion and stage of the
run) was monitored in the Log Output window. All output
tracks were automatically aligned to the region of interest
in the IGV-ScanFold display. A detailed walkthrough of
these processes can be found in Video S2.

Generating and loading annotation and probing files

For many annotation files, it was desirable to extract sub-
sets of the data that only span the region of interest. Despite
many processes in IGV that optimize memory use, large an-
notation and probing data files can still lead to slowdowns.
Additionally, when annotation files are pulled from multi-
ple related datasets (e.g., eCLIP and probing data), it may
be desirable to compile extracted data into a single, visual-
izable track for loading into IGV-ScanFold. To facilitate

this, we used a python script, FilterBedFiles.py, alongside
the annotation files in Data S1 to extract and concatenate
annotation and probing data in .bed and .bedgraph file for-
mat for the MYC pre-mRNA. A demonstration of how this
script was used to generate the tracks used in the analysis
of the MYC pre-mRNA can be found in Video S3. Once
annotation and probing tracks were obtained, they were
loaded into IGV-ScanFold alongside ScanFold predic-
tion tracks and adjusted according to the user’s preference.
A detailed walkthrough of how to load and adjust both the
view and data displayed on each track can be found in Video
S4. All data tracks generated and used in the analysis of
MYC can be found in Data S5.

Structural features spanning long transcripts or genomes can
be derived from ScanFold-Scan data

ScanFold-Scan data (i.e. MFE �G, ED and thermody-
namic z-score) can be used to derive RNA structural fea-
tures across the MYC pre-mRNA (Figure 1). The thermo-
dynamic stability (predicted MFE �G) ranges from −60.75
to 0.00 kcal/mol, which is consistent with previous results
on the mature mRNA (56) showing a decrease across the
pre-mRNA from the 5′ to 3′ end, as demonstrated by the
increasing (less negative/stable) MFE values (Figure 1).
This indicates highly stable RNA secondary structure oc-
curs upstream of the MYC coding sequence, which may par-
tially explain the presence of an internal ribosomal entry
site (IRES) immediately upstream of the MYC start codon
that allows for bypassing of canonical ribosomal scanning
(57,58). Lower thermodynamic stability toward the 3′ UTR
could indicate the need to allow for interactions with trans-
acting regulatory molecules (e.g. proteins, miRNAs and
other non-coding RNAs). Despite thermodynamic stability
showing distinct trends across the MYC sequence, evidence
for ordered thermodynamic stability (measured via the ther-
modynamic z-score); (Figure 1) was observed in distinct re-
gions across the RNA. Overall, z-score values ranged from
−3.15 to +2.66 and, notably, the most negative peaks (in-
dicative of unusually ordered stability) occurred in the least
thermodynamically stable region of MYC: its 3′ UTR (Fig-
ure 1). Thus, despite being less stable thermodynamically,
the structures in the 3′ UTR appear to be specifically or-
dered to form some of the most stable base pairs possible
for that sequence. Similar to the z-score, low ED windows
appeared across the sequence and frequently overlapped re-
gions of low z-score: e.g. in the notable regions of the 3′
UTR (Figure 1). In these regions, predicted ordered stability

https://academic.oup.com/bib/article/14/2/178/208453
http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats
http://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/FileFormats
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Figure 1. IGV-ScanFold window of all ScanFold, probing, and annotation data for the MYC pre-mRNA. IGV-ScanFold visualization of the entire
human MYC pre-mRNA. From the top the tracks are: RefSeq genes, ScanFold-Fold base pair track, two DMS probing data sets, one icSHAPE probing
data set, ScanFold-Scan z-score, ED, and MFE rendered as per nucleotide averages, PhastCons (20-way), eCLIP RBP data, ORegAnno data with no
transcription factors, PolyA sites, Refseq functional elements, SNPedia, ClinVar SNPs, repeat elements and RNA modifications. The black box marks the
location of Motif 17 (M17) along with all of its metrics, annotations and probing data.

occurs simultaneously with windows predicted to have low
ED values: i.e. the ensemble of conformations is centered
on one dominant structure with less evidence for alterna-
tive folds.

Analysis of sequence conservation can indicate functionally
significant regions

When sequence conservation, independent of z-score:
PhastCons scores (measures of unusual nucleotide conser-
vation; (59)) calculated from 20 vertebrate species (Table 2)
were overlaid against MYC (Figure 1), interesting patterns
emerge. As expected, protein coding exonic regions are well
conserved, as MYC is a key regulatory gene across a vari-
ety of species; however, the beginning of the 3′ UTR, that
contains exceptionally low z-score and ED windows, also
showed high levels of sequence conservation. This indepen-
dently indicates a high likelihood of conserved functionality
in this region, thus the constrained evolution of these nu-
cleotides; something that was corroborated in our previous
analysis of MYC where structural elements in the 3′ UTR
were conserved across vertebrates (56). This indicates that
some combination of sequence and structural elements in
this region of the 3′ UTR appears to be driving its high de-
gree of conservation across many vertebrate species.

Functional insights can be drawn from analyses of comple-
mentary data

Innovations in high-throughput ‘omics’ approaches have
resulted in an explosion in the quantity and quality of
available data that can be mapped to the genome. Many
of these data relate to interactions and effects relevant to
RNA structure and biological function (e.g. the data listed

in Table 2 and found in Data S5). When these data are
aligned with MYC, we see that RBP interaction sites (from
eCLIP data), microRNA binding sites (predicted and val-
idated), PolyA signals, single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs), functional elements, and natural m6A RNA mod-
ifications map to sites across the pre-mRNA sequence. The
locations of these annotations with respect to ScanFold-
Scan and, especially, ScanFold-Fold predictions can fa-
cilitate RNA structure/function hypotheses and help deter-
mine the goodness of the structure as a potential drug tar-
get. An additional type of high-throughput data that has
direct relevance to RNA secondary structure are the results
from biochemical RNA structure probing data (27). When
overlaid versus ScanFold-Scan data, global patterns in
reactivity versus stability, z-score and ED can be observed.
For example, we recently showed that high, or even posi-
tive, z-score regions correlated with high SHAPE (a single-
stranded RNA sensitive reagent) reactivities (13). With ro-
bustly predicted secondary structural hypotheses, based on
recurring unusually ordered/stable base pairs informed by
probing data, and multiple lines of functional evidence over-
laid in IGV-ScanFold, it is possible to rapidly home in on
regions of exceptional interest.

Identification of RNA structural motifs with likely function-
ality and druggability

Multiple lines of evidence draw attention to the 3′ UTR
of MYC (Figure 1): presence of some of the lowest z-score
and ED windows (−4.38 and 6.95 respectively––both less
than 200 nucleotides downstream of the MYC stop codon);
ScanFold-Fold predicted base pairs with exceptionally
low average z-scores––notably, supported by in vitro and
in vivo biochemical structure probing data (the reactivity
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Figure 2. IGV-ScanFold window of all ScanFold, probing, and annotation data for M17 found in the 3′UTR of MYC pre-mRNA. IGV-ScanFold
visualization of M17. From the top the tracks are RefSeq genes, sequence, ScanFold-Fold base pair track, two DMS probing data sets, one icSHAPE
probing data set, ScanFold-Scan z-score, ED and MFE rendered as per nucleotide averages, PhastCons (20-way), RNA modifications, eCLIP RBP
data, and ORegAnno data with no transcription factors.

of which helps define RNA loops) when they are overlaid
versus the ScanFold-Fold model pairs (Figure 1); well
conserved nucleotides throughout a variety of vertebrates;
as well, multiple functionally significant annotations (e.g.
RBP and miRNA binding sites) overlap this region. All
lines of evidence point to exceptionally interesting and likely
functional RNA structural motifs residing in the 3′ UTR of
MYC. Indeed, the motif that most stood out was that which
we previously discovered: motif (M)17 (56) (Figure 2). Mo-
tifs exhibiting these types of metrics can lend themselves as
potential drug targets (60,61).

In contrast, to illustrate how one might discard a region
unlikely to contain ordered/functional RNA secondary
structure, we turn our attention downstream of M17. Af-
ter ∼bp 127,741,500 (Figure 1) is a cluster of ScanFold-
Fold predicted base pairs with negative, but >−1, aver-
age z-score. These weakly predicted pairs are overlapped
by both positive and moderately weak z-score prediction

windows, making any suggestion of ordered stability am-
biguous. The ED is high in this region, indicating a lack of
defined RNA folding. Conservation of sequence in this re-
gion drops precipitously indicating a lack of any evolution-
ary constraint on it. This latter observation is corroborated
by the lack of any overlapping annotations that would indi-
cate some function for this site. In this case, we would dis-
card the ScanFold predicted motif from further considera-
tion as it is unlikely to have a significant structure/function
relationship or form any type of druggable structure.

2D structural representations can be generated from Scan-
Fold data

To aid in the analysis of M17 secondary structure, gener-
ating 2D representations was very beneficial. Using the Vi-
sualization Applet for RNA (VARNA) program (62) IGV-
ScanFold generates basic versions of these models for the
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Figure 3. Annotated 2D model of M17 generated using VARNA. A 2D model of M17 created using VARNA. Colors represent in vivo icSHAPE bio-
chemical probing reactivity values obtained from the RASP database. White nucleotides represent reactivities of 0, yellow represents reactivities of 0.5,
and red represents reactivities of 1.0. Intermediate values are indicated by blended colors. The nucleotide numbering begins at the first base of M17, which
corresponds to position 127 741 029 on chr 8.

entire gene automatically. For a more focused and com-
plete model, the dot bracket files generated from IGV-
ScanFold can be readily loaded into VARNA and manip-
ulated. The VARNA 2D model (Figure 3) allows for a more
informative and interpretable way to visualize RNA struc-
tures of interest alongside additional types of data (e.g. bio-
chemical probing and z-scores) that are available. Within
the output directory selected before the scan, all files needed
to facilitate structural analyses are found. The files that
contain data relevant to generating 2D models are the zs-
core.wig file (containing average z-scores per nucleotide for
heat map generation) and either the ‘Extracted Structures’
or ‘DBNstructures’ files (containing the sequence and dot
bracket structures for 2D model generation). For a walk-
through of how to use VARNA to visualize IGV-ScanFold
results and complementary data, see Video S6.

Of particular utility, is VARNA’s ability to render bio-
chemical probing data as a heat map: e.g., the in vivo ic-
SHAPE probing (acquired from the RASP database; http:
//rasp.zhanglab.net/) annotated on Figure 3. The in vivo ic-
SHAPE reactivity is in general agreement with the Scan-
Fold model base pairs; only a short, 3 bp, helix had nu-
cleotides with high icSHAPE reactivity (nucleotides 22−24
and 64−66 in Figure 3). These base pairs are unlikely to
form in the cell and, indeed, are consistent with the pro-
posed functional roles of M17 discussed below. It is notable,
that the other two available chemical probing datasets also
correspond with the ScanFoldmodel of the three hairpins
in M17 (Figure 2).

Generating structure/function hypotheses with ScanFold

With all discussed data tracks overlaid, one of the most
remarkable results for MYC is the presence of multiple
miRNA binding sites on M17 (Figure 2); this is particu-
larly striking when these sites are overlaid on the 2D model
(Figure 3). Significantly, miRNA seed binding occurs in a
single-stranded stretch of M17 between two highly ordered
hairpins; where additional intermolecular base pairs are
possible with the highly SHAPE-reactive nucleotides that
comprise the 3 base pair helix. Interestingly, our previous
analyses of M17 found mutations that extend base pairing
and stabilize the predicted helix (‘zipping up’ the internal
loop) ablated miRNA mediated gene regulation in a dual
luciferase reporter system, while mutations that destabilize
the helix had no effect (56). Thus, a presumable function
of M17 is to control accessibility of miRNA binding sites,
potentially via the interplay of RNA structure and various
binding proteins.

Additional evidence for post-transcriptional regulatory
roles of M17 comes from the analysis of RBP binding
sites identified from recently available eCLIP data (47,48)
(Figure 2). Notable RBPs include the translational repres-
sor and cell proliferation regulator PUM2 and the trans-
lational and microRNA-mediated degradation regulators
IGF2BP1-3; which could suggest that M17 is involved in
regulation of gene expression, cell viability, and localization
(63–65) via modulation of interactions with these regula-
tory RBPs. Interestingly, four m6A modifications also over-
lap the RBP interaction sites on M17 (Figure 2). Two of

http://rasp.zhanglab.net/
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these modifications occur within the single-stranded stretch
containing miRNA interaction sites (one falling within seed
interaction sites), while the other two occur within the ter-
minal loops of the flanking hairpins. These modifications
could thus, potentially, be modulating interactions with
both RBPs and miRNAs (66,67)

CONCLUSION

IGV-ScanFold serves as a tool for fast and effective func-
tional RNA structure discovery. With the increased capa-
bilities of IGV-ScanFold, functional secondary structure
can be predicted, visualized, and analyzed against anno-
tation and probing data quickly and easily. With surging
interest in RNA biology (e.g. due the central role played
by RNA in both causing and treating the COVID-19 pan-
demic) and advancements being made in using RNA as a
therapeutic agent and target, this new tool will be of great
utility. Specifically, by adding RNA functional analysis and
structural motif discovery capabilities to a widely used tool,
IGV, we hope that a wide array of researchers will be able
to easily incorporate such analyses into their pre-existing
discovery pipelines. As additional omics-scale datasets be-
come available and innovations unlock new areas of RNA
biology, having an efficient tool for integrating and analyz-
ing such diverse information will help drive new discoveries.
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